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➢ Principles:
• Pupil remapping is applying the aperture masking technique on the whole pupil thanks to single-mode fibers (A)
• The use of single-mode fibers allows to remove speckle noise over each sub-pupil (B)
• The fiber outputs are rearranged in a non-redundant configuration. Each pair of sub-pupils have an independent 
phase and contrast (C)
• Interferometric fringes are spectrally dispersed and deliver measurements below the telescope diffraction limit (D)
→ Fibered Imager foR a Single Telescope (FIRST) is a module of the Subaru Coronographic Extreme Adaptive Optics (SCExAO)
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Pupil remapping with single-mode fibers
Context: High contrast imaging at high angular resolution
➢ Scientific goals: detection and characterization of faint companions such as exoplanets around their host star + characterization of Giant star surfaces
➢ Requirements: 
→ High angular resolution
→ High contrast
➢ Challenge: Turbulent atmosphere spoils telescope performance 
→ New solution proposed: Pupil remapping combined with the use of single-mode fibers
➢ Solutions:
→ Adaptive Optics (AO): allows to reach diffraction limit BUT residual speckle noise limits contrast
→ Speckle interferometry: allows to reach diffraction limit BUT contrast limited to ~100
→ Aperture masking: retrieve highest spatial frequency information of the pupil with contrast ~10-3
BUT sacrifice of a large percentage of the full pupil + speckle noise over each sub-pupil
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FIRST @ SUBARU/SCExAO
Setup and performance Data reduction
➢ Spectral bandwidth: 650-800nm
➢ Field of view: ~136mas at 700nm
➢ Spectral resolution: 300@700nm
➢ ExAO system allows FIRST to 
acquire stable fringes with long 
exposure times (>10 sec)
→ current magnitude limit = 6.6
➢ Fringe fitting technique, well suited for compact interferometers
→ Retrieving the complex coherence terms for each baseline, written as:
➢ Spectral Closure phase (CP):
→ self-calibrated measurements
→ Information on asymmetry of the object 
after fitting to a model
FIRST is located on SCExAO Visible bench. Recombination 


















Simple example of closure phase computation 
on 3 sub-aperture instrument
ON-SKY RESULT : CAPELLA BINARY SYSTEM
➢ Observation of Capella binary system (16th September 2020)
• Direct imaging with SCExAO @750nm
→ 44 +/- 1 mas separation estimated
• Data analysis of FIRST fringes
→ Extraction of 56 closure phase measurements (see on the right, blue dots)
The phase shifts are a signature of an asymmetry of the observed object
→ Detection of the binary system here
→ Closure phase fitting to a binary system model (see on the right, red solid lines)
→ Likelihood map showed on the far right : 
position of the best closure phase fit at [-27.5 ; -33] mas coordinates
→ Estimated separation : 43.3 +/- 0.7 mas (twice the angular resolution)
→ Estimated contrast :    0.75
➢ Improvement of the closure phase model fitting to do, along with instrument 
characterization (plate scale, remaining biases…)
2 sets of 9 fibers each sample 
the Subaru pupil (green and red sets)
(u,v) coverage of the two sets 
of fibers
Typical fringe patern obtained with FIRST
Capella direct imaging in the Visible 
with VAMPIRES camera
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Conclusion + Perspectives
➢ FIRST at Subaru : pupil remapping for detection and characterization of faint companions
➢ On-sky results : detection of the Capella binary system. More data to analyze on other targets of interest
➢ Careful characterization of the instrument to do // many upgrades to come for phase stabilization
➢ Investigations to use FIRST as a wavefront sensor.
56 spectral closure phase measurements (blue dots) overlapped 
with best fitting of binary system model (red solid line)
Likelihood map showing all the binary closure phase model fitting results. Best fit result
materialized by the blob at [-27.5 ; -33] mas. No absolute positioncalibration was done yet. 
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